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Title: Construction of File Database Management

Problem
There was a need for a database that would keep track of all the files from [ I different lab experiments. This was important because the vast amount of data files Iw ould be able to be better managed. One sample would have multiple experiments performed on it and through performing a query the different data files associated with the specific sample could be found.\
As the experiments were performed and the data recorded the files were saved on the server. Many experiments were performed with d"tierent kinds of software and equipment. This resulted in enormous amounts of data files being saved on the server throughout the years. The problem was trying to remember where the files were, when information was needed on a certain experiment sample. Also those that performed the experiments would like to be able to compare a sample that had difFerent kinds of experiments performed on it. The Find File method, contained within windows, took huge amounts of time to look throughthe server for files. Also with this method the ability to narrow down the search criteria was limited.
One problem was the programming skills that were needed to accomplish this i I task were lacking. In counseling with the managers the database developer decided to I learn Visual Basic 6.0. This was accomplished through buying some books and taking a one-week course taught by a Microsoft certified teacher. This gave the needed basic i skills to start programming source code that would convert the file header into a format t that could be imported into the database tables. I Solution 1 I The header information is extracted from the data files and then recorded in the } database. The information in the file header contains the parameters used during the I experiment. This will help recall what data file is needed. The user can run a query in the database, searching for the different parameters that tell the user what data file they I are looking for. i A program is written to convert the header format into a format that can be imported into the database. This involves different source code in the program, because each set of software and equipment has a different type of file header. The source code needs to read the header information from the data files and then write it to a temporaryf ile in the correct format. The correct format consists of text all on one line separated by ! semicolons. Some of the files are in ASCII format and some are in Binary format. This requires different techniques of reading the file header from the data file.
I I This database needs to be easy to use so that one, it will be used, and two, it will save time in finding the needed file information. As this is accomplished, time will be saved and the information obtained from the experiments will be better utilized. The program extracts the needed file header information from the data files so it can be imported into the database. The database is user-friendly which means there is no data entry from the keyboard. This is extremely important, because in order for the database to get used, it has to be efficient and worthwhile to use.
. .
_l I
Data Description
Microsoft Access was the database that was chosen for this project. It was chosen because it is fairly simple to use and is already on all the computers at Sandia. At the first of the project when trying to import the files directly into the database it was found that the files needed to be in an Access specific format. There were nine different file formats and none of them could be imported directly into Access. In discussing the solution, it was decided a program needed to be written to convert the file header information into a format that could be imported into Access. As Table 1 shows most of the file headers are in ASCII format which made it easy to read the information in the data file headers. The header started at the beginning of the data file for the experiments that had an ASCII header format. This made it easy to read the file information since all that needed to happen was to start reading the file a line at a time, starting at the beginning. The files that had an ASCII header and Binary data were not a problem, because this project dealt with only importing the header information into the database.
The Wyko experiment created more of a problem because both the header and data were in Binary format. Also the header was at the end of the data file. The company that wrote the software was contacted and they provided detailed information about the file and its format. This included what kind of variables the file header contained and how many bytes were associated with each variable. To help know at what byte location the variable from the binary file needed to be read at, a Hex Editor was used, along with the information obtained from the company. The Hex Editor was freeware obtained from the Internet.
Software Development
There were many different tasks that needed to be accomplished through programming. One of the tasks was to be able to select the correct drive, folder, and file. The first form, (see Fig. 1 ), had command buttons that when selected source code would load the second form onto the screen. The second form, (see Fig. 2 ), looked like a file open dialog box. Also there was programming code that calls a specific sub procedure related to the command button selected on the first form. Each sub procedure reads the necessary information from the lab experiment file associated with the sub procedure and then writes the information to temporary files that were created. The FormGroup.frm, (see Appendix A), was the first code to be executed when the program was run. The nine command buttons, (see Fig. 1 ), were created into a control array by naming them the same name in the property window of the design form. When this occured each button was assigned an index number starting with zero. The index numbers were used in a Select Case Function, which executes the code under the certain index number corresponding to the command button that was selected. FormGroup.frm also executed the FormGetFile.Show, which let the user see the form in Fig. 2 . Also three temporary files were either created or the data in these files was erased when any one of the command buttons was selected.
Next in the program was the FromGetFile.frm code, (see Appendix A), which was the code from the form in Fig. 2 . This code let the user navigate through the different drives, directories, folders, and files that were on the computer. Once a file was selected that was when the main part of the code executed. There was an "If Then Elself Function" that calls a certain module if the specific Boolean variable was true. This specific variable was set to true corresponding to the command button selected at the beginning. This code also set up the variables necessary to read and write the data from the data file to the temporary file All of the modules accomplished the basic goal of reading the data from the correct file and writing the formatted information to the temporary files. Because the data files had differences in the header format there was the need to write code for each type of experiment. To see the actual code written in the modules, refer to Appendix B. In order to read the files that were in ASCII format, the program read the file a line at a time and then extracted the needed information from the line of text. The information was then written to the temporary files. One of the problems experienced was that the file headers were not of the same length.
. . ModAes.has, ModPCExplorer.bas, and ModSem.bas all had extremely similar code because the file headers all were comparable. There were a few differences that required code to be written for each file. The differences were one file would be missing a line or have more lines in the header than the other file type. All of these files had the possibility of having multiple parameters in the header, therefore the code wrote those parameters to the third temporary file. ModSem.bas and ModAes.bas read in the header information differently, but the way the code wrote the information to the temporary file was adjusted so they both could be imported into the same tables in the database.
ModQuadstar.bas and ModResistance.bas were also similar to the previous modules in that they also wrote to three temporary files. The Quadstar data file was separated by tabs instead of spaces so the Split Function had to spec"~to Split the text that was separated by tabs. The Resistance data file had fourteen lines of text and also had the possibility of having multiple lines after them, depending on the file. The ModResistance.bas code read in the lines of text and then could tell whether or not there were multiple lines after the original fourteen.
The ModPin.has, ModProbe.basj and ModProf.bas modules all wrote to only two temporary files. One of the problems experienced by the Pin data was that some of the text lines contained a quotation mark. Access did not like importing this data, even though semicolons separated it, when it had a quotation mark in it. Code was written to replace the quotation mark with a blank space. The Probe data file had two lines of text, which did not have a space after the semicolon while all the other lines had one space. , This required two lines of code to be written specifically dealing with those two lines.
In the ModWyko.bas module it was necessary to read the data file as a random access file. With knowledge obtained from the company that produced the Wyko software and a Hex Editor the data file could be read. Source code could be written to read a certain number of bytes for the specific type of variable, pointed at a specific location in the file. Then the binary variables were converted to ASCII a variable at a time, with CStr Function, and then were written to the temporaiy files.
Database Management
The program enabled the database user to input all of the data by using the mouse. This accomplished one of the objectives of making the database easy to use by having no keyboard data entry. The source code was created into an executable file, which was then used in a macro in Access by stating the path and filename of the executable. When the Retrieve Data macro ran it called the executable file which started the program. Once a command button on the first form was selected, (Fig.1 ) another form opens, (Fig. 2) which was similar to an open file form and had an exit button. The file or files to be input into the database could be found by going to the correct directory and folder and then clicking on the filename. The program then read the necessary information from the file and wrote it to the temporary files in the correct format. Now that the temporaty files contained the file information in the correct format they could be imported into the Access database. Once all the files from a specific experiment had been selected the Exit button could be clicked to leave the program and macro. There were import macros for each different kind of file type and experiment. Indicating the Specification Name, Table  Name , and File Name (See Fig. 4 ) was how the import macro was created. [n order to produce the Specification Name the developer had to use Access' import features. Under the file menu was a Get External Data command, and then the Import option was selected. As the developer went through the different steps the computer asked for, there was an advanced button that when selected, the Field Names and Data Type could then be entered in to correspond to the matching table fields (See Fig. 3 ). This import specification was then saved and the name was placed in the transfer text macro settings corresponding to the correct temporary file and table (See Fig. 4 ). Under File Name the developer inputed the path and name of the specific temporary file being imported. This needed to correspond to the table entered in the Table Name category where the temporary file data was going to be imported. When the specific import macro ran, the information in the temporary files were written to the corresponding tables in the database, resulting in something similar to Fig  5. This particular table contained every data file regardless of its type. The main advantage of this table was the Location field, which helped the user locate a specific file on the server or wherever the file was located. The other tables contained Fields equivalent to the specific experiments data file header. Some of the experiments had one table and some had two, depending on what the data was like in the file header.
Conclusion
The time to input the data into the database is insignificant compared to the time that will be saved in finding the experiment information that is needed. One can learn how to input the data into the database in minutes. The process is extremely easy and as stated previously requires no keyboard entry. This project will better utilize the experiments performed on the samples in many ways. One sample will be tested and go through d"fierent experiments. By doing a query in the database, the different files associated with the specific sample or with related samples can be found. Large sets of data will be managed and the data can be cross-referenced from multiple analysis. This will result in time saved in trying to find the needed information on the samples tested and will better utilize all the experiments performed.
Future Modifications
The Visual Basic program is setup in a way that if a new experiment type needs to be added to the database, this can be accomplished with little change to the program. One experiment type is not included in the database because the data file is in a binary format and sufficient, information couldn't be obtained from the company that produced the software.
The Quadstar data files also are in binary format and the company does not supply the needed information to read the files. This software has the ability to convert the data and header information into an ASCII file. The ASCII data file can then be read and put into the correct format to be imported into the database. If the knowledge to read these files is obtained through the information that is supplied from these companies then these files in their binary format can also be imported into the database. -.m-r, r----. 
ModPCExplorer.bas
] Variables in parenthesis are passed to and from frmGetFile code and this module Public Sub PCExplorerData(mTxtStream As TextStream, mts2 As TextStream, _ mts3 As TextStream, theFile As File) Dim c As String Dim aa(60) As String, bbo As String Dim z As Integer, blankposition As Integer, i As Integer Dim j As Integer Dim mark(60) As Integer Dim markz3 As Integer, markz2 As Integer, markzl As Integer 
ModWyko.bas
Public Sub WykoData(mts2 As TextStream, theFile As File)
Dim strTime As String * 9 ' All string variables need to Dim strDate As String * 9
'be assigned a specific number of bytes Dim OffsetDac As Single Dim SpareADC As Single ' Single variables 4 bytes Dim MeasMode As String * 10 ' Single precision floating-point Dim Vibration As Single Dim Pixel_size As Single Dim MeasSlope As Single Dim Magnification As Single Dim Wavelength As Single Dim GlobalOriginX As Single, GlobalOriginY As Single Dim StageX As Single, StageY As Single Dim Pupil As Single Dim TiltX As Single, TiltY 
